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Expedite Digital
Transformation with
InspireXpress
The infrastructure required to generate critical
customer communications is complex and imposing.
If you take an inventory of the systems you use
to engage your customers, you will find many
redundancies. Every redundant communication
system exponentially increases your costs in terms of
duplicated staff, software maintenance, infrastructure,
and operational costs. This not only hurts your bottom
line and your agility but – more importantly – it leads
to a fractured and poor customer experience.
You know you want to improve the customer experience,
but you may believe your existing infrastructure is too
complex and fragmented to fix. The mere mention
of system migration strikes fear into the hearts of
many of the stakeholders who depend on you.
It doesn’t have to.
With Quadient InspireXpress, many leading enterprises have
completed communication transformation projects faster
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than they believed possible. Not only have they improved the
quality of their communications, but they have improved their
ability to respond quickly to business and consumer needs by
accelerating the design, approval, and deployment processes.
Their transformed customer communications portfolio now runs
on a unified, omnichannel platform with fewer components,
making it easier to communicate well with their customers.
Quadient helps companies create a nimble, effective, and
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unified omnichannel-native customer communications
infrastructure to improve the customer experience. Our powerful
migration tools and proven methodologies apply artificial
intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and natural language
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processing (NLP) to the time-consuming problem of retiring
legacy CCM systems, saving thousands of person-hours.

A content-first approach
Quadient’s content-first approach analyzes, processes,
and optimizes new communications from your existing
communication output at incredible speeds using Artificial
Intelligence (AI) technology in concert with other technologies.

Content extraction & mining
InspireXpress begins by reading thousands, or
even millions, of pages, looking to extract reusable
content, identify variables within text, and discern
underlying patterns within your communication
portfolio. Ultra-high-volume comparisons examine
any (and all) types of output, regardless of the
technology. This means that your communications,
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whether they are AFP, PDF, PCL, email, or HTML, are
cross compared, mined for content, and used to
regenerate a more efficient communications portfolio.

Content consolidation &
organization
When completed, InspireXpress creates a library of
extracted content (blocks of text, headings, images,
etc.) that are ready to be renamed, organized, and
optimized. The AI consolidates the content into the
right applications to form the foundation of your
future communication strategy. The AI recursively
reprocesses the content of every communication to
present options for more efficient organization.

The AI technology accepts your input and direction at every
step to ensure that the millions of comparisons done by the
ML are distilled into a smaller number of problems that are
easier for a person to solve.
This partnership between people and technology delivers
the best of both worlds by applying the rigor of a machine
processing billions of internal consistency comparisons
with the insight of humans to make macro-level decisions
about how to organize content. By delegating millions, and
even billions, of comparisons to the AI, business problems
naturally surface at a scale that the business can handle
while improving accuracy.

Reduce
the work
that nobody
wants to
do
With the use of AI, content comparisons are made at speeds of a million times faster than
people, reducing the analysis phase by up to 95%. This reduces risk and saves time during
the specification generation step, which is where most migration projects die.

Identify redundancies,
similarities, and
commonalities
Next, InspireXpress identifies redundant content,
similar content, and other commonalities that
can be turned into efficiencies. Generally, when
there are hundreds or thousands of templates,
this approach reduces the amount of content by
75% through consolidation and optimization.

Consolidation & deployment

FULL TRACEABILITY Any inbound archive file of output,
any individual output file, all categories, packages and
templates can be tracked forwards and backwards.
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management costs and increasing operational
flexibility. Once the applications are analyzed, the AI
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removes the re-implementation burden many IT
teams have to carry to move content into deployed
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InspireXpress Consolidation

One Quadient client
budgeted 380 working
days to analyze a
category of their
documents, and
InspireXpress was able
to complete the analysis
in under four days.

Legacy
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Create better experiences with less complexity
When the work is easier, your business is able to “do more with less” because the
environment is less complex. You have removed redundant technology, reduced
duplicate content, and streamlined the design process. This also requires fewer
people, less coordination, and fewer expensive maintenance agreements with
multiple software vendors.
Managing a smaller portfolio of content is much easier from a design, compliance,

Another Quadient client’s
business analysts were
only able to migrate
one complex contract
template per month
with their manual
process. With Quadient,
they completed a
complete migration
of 55 templates in
under three weeks.

and deployment perspective. It reduces ongoing operational costs, improves timeto-market, and results in higher-quality customer communications.
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